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CONTRACTOR’S MACHINERY BECOMES AN OFFICIAL TORO® SITEWORKS DEALER IN BOTH  
KNOXVILLE AND TRI-CITIES, TENNESSEE  

 
Contractor’s Machinery expands product portfolio, adding Toro® professional landscaping equipment to  

complement CASE heavy duty construction equipment  
 
 

July 7th, 2020,  Knoxville, Tennessee – Contractor’s Machinery (CMI), a CASE heavy duty equipment 
dealer with store locations in both Knoxville and Tri-Cities, Tennessee announced today that it has 
officially become a Toro® Siteworks Dealer.  
 
CMI will carry the Toro® Dingo® 427, 525, 1000, and 2000 series of compact utility loader products and 
attachments. These professional landscaping products will complement the CASE heavy duty 
construction equipment that CMI already carries. Additionally, CMI will also offer Dingo wheeled 
loaders, concrete equipment and tree care equipment. 
 
“The Toro equipment is already on-site at both store locations and available for purchase,” said CMI 
General Manager Blake Wilson. “We are thrilled to now offer this innovative Toro professional 
landscaping equipment to our product portfolio.” Included in the new product line that CMI will carry, is 
the brand new Toro Dingo TXL 2000, the most powerful compact utility loader on the market today. The 
TXL 2000 features telescoping arms to reach over obstacles, will dig below grade, and extends the 
operator’s working range. The TXL 2000 has a rated operating capacity of up to 2,000 pounds. Known for 
its power and versatility, the TXL 2000 is comfortable, quiet, and allows for moving of bigger bulk 
material in a faster amount of time.  
 
“We believe widening our product portfolio to include the Toro Dingo equipment enables us to tap into 
the professional landscaping market which we haven’t previously served, and allows us to be even more 
competitive,” said Wilson. “We have always been proud to be a CASE distributor, selling the highest 
quality heavy duty construction equipment. Adding the Toro Dingo professional landscaping products 
keeps with our long-lasting tradition of only selling the best equipment on the market.” 
 
ABOUT CONTRACTOR’S MACHINERY 
WE ARE HEAVY DUTY! Contractor’s Machinery, Inc. offers a complete and powerful range of light, 
medium and heavy CASE construction equipment machinery and Toro compact utility loaders.  
CASE products consist of: backhoes, compact track loaders, skid steer loaders, wheel loaders, 
excavators, forklifts and dozers. Toro products consist of the Toro Dingo 47, 525, 1000, & 2000 series of 



compact utility loaders. Designed with productivity in mind, our heavy duty & professional landscaping 
equipment gets the job done! 


